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Abstract
Hypervisors are widely deployed by cloud computing
providers to support virtual machines, but their growing
complexity poses a security risk, as large codebases contain
many vulnerabilities. We present SeKVM, a layered Linux
KVM hypervisor architecture that has been formally verified
on multiprocessor hardware. Using layers, we isolate KVM’s
trusted computing base into a small core such that only the
core needs to be verified to ensure KVM’s security guarantees.
Using layers, we model hardware features at different levels
of abstraction tailored to each layer of software. Lower hypervisor layers that configure and control hardware are verified
using a novel machine model that includes multiprocessor
memory management hardware such as multi-level shared
page tables, tagged TLBs, and a coherent cache hierarchy
with cache bypass support. Higher hypervisor layers that
build on the lower layers are then verified using a more
abstract and simplified model, taking advantage of layer
encapsulation to reduce proof burden. Furthermore, layers
provide modularity to reduce verification effort across multiple implementation versions. We have retrofitted and verified
multiple versions of KVM on Arm multiprocessor hardware,
proving the correctness of the implementations and that they
contain no vulnerabilities that can affect KVM’s security
guarantees. Our work is the first machine-checked proof
for a commodity hypervisor using multiprocessor memory
management hardware. SeKVM requires only modest KVM
modifications and incurs only modest performance overhead
versus unmodified KVM on real application workloads.

1

Introduction

Cloud computing providers rely on commodity hypervisors to
securely host and protect user applications and data in virtual
machines (VMs). However, commodity hypervisors are
complex pieces of software, in some cases integrated with an
entire host operating system (OS) kernel to leverage existing
kernel functionality. This complexity poses a significant
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security risk as more complex software has more bugs,
allowing attackers to exploit hypervisor vulnerabilities to
compromise VMs [14–18].
Theoretically, formal verification offers a solution by
proving that a system is correctly implemented. However, previously verified systems, such as CertiKOS [33], seL4 [43,53],
Komodo [28], and Serval [54], were not verified using realistic hardware models that resemble what can be found in a
cloud computing setting. Most of them are limited to uniprocessor settings, and none of them model common hardware
features such as multi-level shared page tables, tagged TLBs,
or writeback caches. In other words, these verified implementations cannot be deployed to handle cloud applications and
workloads, and even if they could, their proofs may not hold
for hardware used in a cloud computing setting.
We present SeKVM, the first hypervisor that has been
formally verified on multiprocessor hardware with shared
page tables, tagged TLBs, and writeback caches. This is made
possible by introducing a layered hypervisor architecture
and verification methodology. We use layers in three ways.
First, we use layers to reduce the trusted computing base
(TCB) by splitting the hypervisor into two layers, a higher
layer consisting of a large set of untrusted hypervisor services
and a lower layer consisting of a small core that serves as
the hypervisor’s TCB. We build on our previous work on
HypSec [46] to retrofit the Linux KVM hypervisor in this
manner without compromising its functionality. Reducing the
hypervisor’s TCB reduces the amount of code that needs to be
trusted, thereby reducing code complexity and vulnerabilities.
Second, we use layers to modularize the implementation
and proof of the TCB. We structure the TCB’s implementation as a hierarchy of modules that build upon the hardware
and each other. Modularity enables us to decompose the verification of the TCB into simpler components that are easier
to prove. Once we prove that a lower layer module of the
implementation refines its specification, we can then hide its
implementation details and rely on its abstract specification
in proving the correctness of higher layer modules that rely
on the lower layer module. Furthermore, we can prove the
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correctness of the lower layer module once and then rely on it
in proving higher layer modules instead of needing to verify
its implementation each time it is used by a higher layer module. We leverage our previous work on security-preserving
layers [48] to provide a deep specification of each layer of
the hypervisor implementation, and verify that the implementation refines a stack of layered specifications. Using layers
allows us to reduce the proof of a complex implementation
by composing a set of simpler proofs, one for each implementation module, reducing proof effort overall. As software is
updated, layers also help with proof maintainability, as only
the proofs for the implementation modules that change need
to be updated while the other proofs can remain the same.
Third, we use layers to modularize the model of the hardware used for verification. We introduce a layered hardware
model that is accurate enough to model multiprocessor
hardware features yet simple enough to be used to verify
real software by tailoring the complexity of the hardware
model to the software using it. Lower layers of the hypervisor
tend to provide simpler, hardware-dependent functions that
configure and control hardware features. We verify these
layers using all the various hardware features provided by the
machine model, allowing us to verify low-level operations
such as TLB shootdown. Higher layers of the hypervisor
tend to provide complex, higher-level functions that are less
hardware dependent. We verify these layers using simpler,
more abstract machine models that hide lower-level hardware
details not used by the software at higher layers, reducing
proof burden for the more complex parts of the software.
We extend our layered verification approach to construct an
appropriately abstract machine model for each respective
layer of software. This allows us to verify the correctness
of the multiprocessor hypervisor TCB while accounting for
and taking advantage of widely-used multiprocessor features,
including multi-level shared page tables, tagged TLBs, and
multi-level caches with cache bypass support.
We have implemented and verified a SeKVM prototype
by retrofitting KVM on Armv8 multiprocessor hardware [19, 23–25]. The implementation requires only modest
modifications to Linux and has a TCB of only a few thousand
lines of code, yet retains KVM’s full-featured commodity
hypervisor functionality, including multiprocessor, full device
I/O, multi-VM, VM management, and broad Arm hardware
support. SeKVM improves KVM security by verifying the
correctness of its TCB and the security guarantees of the entire hypervisor. Our verification also accounts for multi-level
shared page tables, tagged TLBs, and multi-level caches.
Furthermore, the verification has been done for multiple
versions of KVM, specifically those in versions v4.18 and
v5.4 of the Linux kernel. Both the machine model and the
proofs that build upon it were formalized using the Coq proof
assistant [3]. We show that SeKVM provides its strong security while providing similar performance to unmodified KVM,
with only modest overhead for real application workloads
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Figure 1: SeKVM Design

and similar scalability when running multiple VMs.
Although SeKVM shares the same security properties as
HypSec, both the correctness of SeKVM’s TCB implementation and its security guarantees are formally verified. While
HypSec’s TCB may contain vulnerabilities that compromise
its security properties, we have proven that SeKVM’s TCB
contains no vulnerabilities. Furthermore, while HypSec
is designed to provide security properties to ensure VM
confidentiality and integrity, SeKVM has been proven
to guarantee those security properties on multiprocessor
hardware. Our work is the first, machine-checked correctness
proof of the TCB of a commodity hypervisor on a realistic
hardware model with shared page tables, tagged TLBs, and
writeback caches, and the first, machine-checked security
proof of a commodity hypervisor using multiprocessor
memory management hardware.

2

Threat Model and Assumptions

Our threat model is primarily concerned with hypervisor
vulnerabilities that may be exploited to compromise a VM’s
private data. For each VM we are trying to protect, an attacker
may control other VMs and exploit any hypervisor vulnerabilities. We protect each VM from attacks by other compromised
VMs, but do not protect VMs that voluntarily reveal their own
private data. Attackers may control peripherals to perform
malicious memory accesses via DMA [61]. Side-channel
attacks [6, 38, 51, 55, 71, 72] are beyond the scope of the paper.
We assume a secure persistent storage to store keys. We
assume the hardware is bug-free and the system is initially
benign, allowing signatures and keys to be securely stored
before the system is compromised. We trust the machine
model, compiler, and Coq.
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3

SeKVM Design

SeKVM uses HypSec’s design to retrofit the Linux KVM
hypervisor, reducing its TCB while protecting the confidentiality and integrity of VMs. As shown in Figure 1, we split
KVM into two layers, a small trusted and privileged KCore
that is the TCB with full access to VM data, and an untrusted
and deprivileged KServ delegated with most hypervisor
functionality including the Linux kernel integrated with
KVM. The result is a hypervisor with a significantly smaller
TCB that still supports KVM’s rich hypervisor features.
KCore is kept small by only performing VM data access
control, including saving and restoring CPU register state and
page table management to limit access to a VM’s CPU state
and memory to only KCore and the VM itself. Other hypervisor functionality, including I/O and interrupt virtualization
and resource management such as CPU scheduling and memory allocation, are delegated to KServ. SeKVM leverages
hardware virtualization support to enforce this separation.
SeKVM runs KCore at a higher privilege CPU mode designed
for running hypervisors, giving it full control of hardware, including virtualization hardware mechanisms such as nested
page tables (NPTs) [8]; KServ runs at a lower privilege mode.
KCore configures virtualization hardware to enforce its
access control. KCore enables NPTs for KServ and VMs
so that they do not have direct access to physical memory.
KCore can limit KServ’s or a VM’s access to pages of physical
memory by unmapping those pages from the respective NPT.
KCore ensures its own memory is not mapped into any of
the NPTs, protecting its memory by making it inaccessible to
KServ and other VMs. KCore also uses NPTs to make each
VM’s memory inaccessible to KServ and other VMs.
KCore interposes on all VM transitions, namely exiting or
entering a VM. When a VM exits, KCore saves the VM’s
execution context from CPU hardware registers to its private memory, then restores KServ’s execution context to the
hardware before switching to KServ. KServ therefore cannot access a VM’s CPU state from the hardware or memory,
which the state is saved in KCore memory inaccessible to
KServ. Since KServ must run to switch a CPU from running
one VM to another, a VM’s CPU state is also not accessible
by any other VM. A compromised KServ or VM can neither
control hardware virtualization mechanisms nor access KCore
memory and thus cannot disable SeKVM.
Specifically, SeKVM uses Arm Virtualization Extensions
(VE) to run KCore in hypervisor (EL2) mode while KServ
runs in a less privileged kernel (EL1) mode. VM operations
that need hypervisor intervention trap to EL2 and run KCore.
KCore either handles the trap directly to protect VM data or
world switches the hardware to EL1 to run KServ if more
complex handling is necessary, KCore context switches to
KServ. When KServ finishes its work, it makes a hypercall
to trap to EL2 so KCore can securely restore the VM state
to hardware. KCore interposes on every switch between the
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VM and KServ, thus protecting the VM’s execution context.
SeKVM ensures that KServ cannot invoke arbitrary KCore
functions via hypercalls.
KCore leverages Arm VE’s stage 2 memory translation support, Arm’s NPTs, to virtualize both KServ and VM memory.
Stage 2 page tables translate from guest physical addresses
(gPAs) in a VM to the actual physical memory addresses on
the host (PAs). Free physical memory is mapped into KServ’s
stage 2 page tables so KServ can allocate it to VMs. Once it
is allocated to a VM, KCore maps the memory into the VM’s
stage 2 page tables and unmaps the memory from KServ’s
stage 2 page tables to make the physical memory inaccessible
to KServ. KCore routes stage 2 page faults to EL2 and rejects
illegal KServ and VM memory accesses. KCore allocates
KServ’s and VMs’ stage 2 page tables from its own protected
physical memory and manages the page tables, preventing
KServ from accessing them. When a VM is terminated and is
done with its allocated memory, KCore scrubs the memory
before mapping it back into KServ’s stage 2 page tables as
free memory which can be allocated again to another VM.
Further details are described in [46].
SeKVM by default ensures that KServ has no access to
any VM memory. However, a VM may want to share its
memory with KServ in some cases. For example, a VM
may encrypt its data for use with paravirtualized I/O, in
which a memory region owned by the VM has to be shared
with KServ for communication and efficient data copying
since KServ handles paravirtualized I/O. SeKVM provides
GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls which a guest OS can
use to share its memory with KServ. The VM passes the start
of a guest physical frame number, the size of the memory
region, and the specified access permission to KCore via
the hypercalls. KCore enforces the access control policy by
controlling the memory region’s mapping in stage 2 page
tables. Only VMs can use these two hypercalls; KServ cannot
use them to gain access to VM pages.
SeKVM delegates device management to KServ. Devices
are untrusted and KCore ensures that devices cannot
compromise VM data using DMA protection. Like HypSec,
SeKVM assumes VMs do not voluntarily leak data, and
assumes that they encrypt I/O data for end-to-end security.
Using hardware features. Like KVM, SeKVM leverages
standard multiprocessor hardware features for its functionality and performance, including multi-level shared page
tables, tagged TLBs, caches, and IOMMU hardware. KCore
supports multi-level shared NPTs to support standard KVM
functionality. KCore supports dynamically allocated 4-level
NPTs as used in KVM, which is essential on Arm 64-bit hardware. KCore supports huge (2MB) and regular (4KB) pages,
also standard in KVM, which is crucial for virtualization
performance. KCore supports shared NPTs that can be concurrently accessed by multiple CPUs as this is a requirement
for multiprocessor VMs, each of which has a shared NPT.
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KCore uses Arm’s tagged TLBs to improve paging performance, avoiding the need to flush TLBs on context switches
between VMs and KServ. KCore assigns an identifier to each
VM and KServ which it uses to tag TLB entries so address
translation can be properly disambiguated on TLB accesses
from multiple VMs and KServ. When updating a page table
entry, KCore flushes corresponding TLB entries to ensure
the TLB does not include stale page table entries that could
potentially compromise VM security. For instance, when a
VM page is evicted from its stage 2 page tables, KCore has
to flush the TLB entries correlated to the translation used
for the evicted page. Otherwise, a VM could use the cached
TLB entry to access the evicted page that KServ may now
allocate to the other VMs. Correct TLB maintenance while
avoiding unnecessary TLB flushes is crucial for VM security
and performance.
KCore takes advantage of Arm’s hardware cache coherence
architecture to maximize system performance, but needs to
ensure that caching does not violate the confidentiality and
integrity of VM data. Architectures like Arm allow software
to manage cached data. In particular, Arm’s hardware cache
coherence ensures that all cached memory accesses across
different CPUs and different level caches get the same synchronized value, but it does not guarantee that what is in the
cache is the same as main memory. Memory accesses that
are configured to bypass the cache may therefore obtain stale
data if the latest value is cached. To ensure this does not result in any possible leakage of VM data, when KCore scrubs
memory pages, it executes cache management instructions
to force those writes to cached data to also be written back
to main memory to ensure there is no way for any VMs or
KServ to access VM data directly from main memory.
KCore leverages the System Memory Management Unit
(SMMU) [4], Arm’s IOMMU, to ensure that a VM’s private
memory cannot be accessed by devices assigned to KServ or
other VMs, including protecting against DMA attacks. KCore
ensures the SMMU is unmapped from all NPTs so it can
fully control the hardware to ensure devices can only access
memory through the SMMU page tables it manages. It uses
the SMMU page tables to enforce memory isolation. KCore
validates all SMMU operations by only allowing the driver in
KServ to program the SMMU through Memory Mapped IO
(MMIO) accesses, which trap to KCore, and SMMU hypercalls. MMIO accesses are trapped by unmapping the SMMU
from KServ’s stage 2 page tables. SMMU hypercalls (1) allocate/deallocate an SMMU translation unit, and its associated
page tables, for a device, and (2) map/unmap/walk the SMMU
page tables for a given device. As part of validating a KServ
page allocation proposal for a VM, KCore also ensures that
the page being allocated is not mapped by any SMMU page
table for any device assigned to KServ or other VMs.
Layered implementation. While SeKVM’s design
significantly reduces the size of the its TCB and therefore
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also reduces the proof effort to verify the TCB, proving
the correctness of the smaller hypervisor TCB, KCore, still
remains a challenge, especially on Arm multiprocessor
hardware. To further reduce the proof burden, KCore itself
uses a layered architecture to facilitate a layered approach
to verification. The implementation is constructed as a set
of layers such that functions defined in higher layers of
the implementation can only call functions at lower layers
of the implementation. Layers can then be verified in an
incremental and modular way. Once we verify the lower
layers of the implementation, we can compose them together
to simplify the verification of higher layers.
The specific layers in KCore’s implementation are not
determined in a vacuum, but with verification in mind based
on the following layer design principles. First, we introduce
layers to simplify abstractions, when functionality needed
by lower layers is not needed by higher layers. Second, we
introduce layers to hide complexity, when low-level details
are not needed by higher layers. Third, we introduce layers
to consolidate functionality, so that such functionality only
needs to be verified once against its specification. For instance, by treating a module used by other modules as its own
separate layer, we do not have to redo the proof of that module
for all of the other modules, simplifying verification. Finally,
we introduce layers to enforce invariants, which are used to
prove high-level properties. Introducing layers modularizes
verification, reducing proof effort and maintenance.
Figure 2 shows the KCore layered architecture. The top
layer is TrapHandler, which defines KCore’s interface to
KServ and VMs, such as KServ hypercalls and VM exit handlers. Exceptions caused by KServ and VMs cause a context
switch to KCore, calling CtxtSwitch to save CPU register
state to memory, then TrapDispatcher or FaultHandler
to handle the respective exception. On a KServ hypercall,
TrapDispatcher calls VCPUOps to handle the VM_ENTER
hypercall to execute a VM, and MemHandler, BootOps and
SmmuOps to use their respective hypercall handlers. On a
VM exit, TrapDispatcher calls functions at lower layers if
the exception can be handled directly by KCore, otherwise
CtxtSwitch is called again, protecting VM CPU data and
switching to KServ to handle the exception. On other KServ
exceptions, FaultHandler calls MemOps to handle KServ
stage 2 page faults and SmmuOps to handle any KServ accesses
to SMMU hardware. FaultHandler also calls MemOps to
handle VM GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls. KCore
implements basic page table operations in the layers in MMU
PT, including page table walk, map or clear a pfn in page
table, and page table allocation. KCore implements ownership tracking for each page in PageMgmt, PageIndex, and
Memblock for memory access control. MemOps and MemAux
provide memory protection APIs to other layers. KCore
provides SMMU page table operations in layers in SMMT PT.
KCore provides VM boot protection in BootOps, BootAux,
and BootCore. BootOps calls the Ed25519 libary from the
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verified Hacl* [74] library to authenticate signed VM boot
images. BootOps and MemOps call to the AES implementation
in Hacl* to encrypt or decrypt VM data to support VM
management. Finally, four layers implement locks.

For each layer I of KCore’s implementation, we prove that I
running on top of the underlay interface L refines its (overlay)
specification S, I@L v S. Because the layer refinement
relation v is transitive, we can incrementally refine KCore’s
entire implementation as a stack of layer specifications. For
example, given a system comprising of layer implementations
I3 , I2 , and I1 , their respective layer specifications S3 , S2 , and
S1 , and a base machine model specified by S0 , we prove
I1 @S0 v S1 , I2 @S1 v S2 , and I3 @S2 v S3 . We compose
these layers to obtain (I3 ⊕ I2 ⊕ I1 )@S0 v S3 , proving that
the behavior of the system’s linked modules together refine
the top-level specification S3 .
All KCore interface specifications and refinement proofs
are manually written in Coq, with 34 interface specifications
matching the layers in Figure 2. We use CompCert [45]
to parse each layer of the C implementation into Clight
representation, an abstract syntax tree defined in Coq; the
same is done manually for assembly code. We then use that
Coq representation to prove that the layer implementation
refines its respective interface specification at the C and
assembly level. Note that the C functions that we verify may
invoke primitives implemented in assembly and introduced
in the bottom machine model. We enforce that these
assembly primitives do not violate C calling conventions and
parameters are correctly passed. For example, we verify the
correctness of TLB maintenance code, which is implemented
in C, but invokes primitives implemented in assembly.
We prove, layer by layer, that the KCore implementation
using a detailed machine model refines its top-level specification using a simpler abstract model. We then use the top-level
specification to prove that KCore guarantees VM confidentiality and integrity for any KServ implementation, thereby
proving security guarantees for the entire SeKVM hypervisor.

4
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Figure 2: KCore Layered Implementation

SeKVM Verification

We combine the layered implementation of SeKVM’s
TCB, KCore, with a layered hardware model to verify its
correctness using Coq. We start with a bottom machine
model that supports real multiprocessor hardware features
such as multi-level shared page tables, tagged TLBs, and a
coherent cache hierarchy with bypass support. We use layers
to gradually refine the detailed low-level machine model to
a higher-level and simpler abstract model. Finally, we verify
each layer of software by matching it with the simplest level
of machine model abstraction, reducing proof burden to make
it possible for the first time to verify commodity software
using these hardware features.
Each abstraction layer [31, 34] consists of three components: the underlay interface, the layer’s implementation,
and its overlay interface. Each interface exposes abstract
primitives, encapsulating the implementation of lower-level
routines, so that each layer’s implementation may invoke the
primitives of the underlay interface as part of its execution.
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AbsMachine: Abstract Hardware Model

Each of KCore’s layer modules successively builds upon AbsMachine, our bottom machine model. This abstract multiprocessor hardware model constitutes the foundation of our correctness proof. As shown in Figure 3a, AbsMachine includes
multiple CPUs and a shared main memory. AbsMachine models general purpose and systems registers for each CPU. It also
models Arm hardware features relevant to modern hypervisor
implementation, including stage 1 and stage 2 page tables,
a physically indexed, physically tagged (PIPT) shared data
cache, and SMMU page tables, and TLBs. The shared data
cache is semantically equivalent to Arm’s multi-level cache
hierarchy with coherent caches. KCore uses stage 2 page tables to translate guest physical addresses to actual physical
addresses on the host, and uses its own EL2 stage 1 page
table to translate its virtual addresses to physical addresses.
AbsMachine models the particular hardware configuration of
KCore which we verify. For example, although Arm supports
1GB, 2MB, and 4KB mappings in stage 2 page tables, KCore
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Figure 3: Refinement of machine models. (a) The bottom machine model that includes TLBs, multi-level page tables, and PIPT writeback
caches. (b) The layered refinement of machine models abstracts away TLBs, consolidates multi-level page tables into a single-level flat page
map, and enforces the well-formedness of data caches.

only uses 4KB and 2MB mappings in stage 2 page tables,
since 1GB mappings result in fragmentation. Thus, we model
a VM’s memory load and store accesses in AbsMachine over
stage 1 and stage 2 page tables using 4KB and 2MB mappings.
Our abstract machine is formalized as a transition system,
where each state transition is the result of some atomic computational step by a single CPU, such as executing a single
machine instruction or invoking a primitive; concurrency is
realized by the nondeterministic interleaving of each CPU’s
steps. To simplify reasoning about all possible interleavings,
we borrow the ideas of CertiKOS to lift multiprocessor
execution to a CPU-local model [33]. The machine state
σ for our model consists of per-physical CPU private state
(e.g., CPU registers) and a global logical log, a serial list of
events generated by all CPUs throughout their execution. σ
does not explicitly model shared objects, including anything
stored in physical memory. Instead, events incrementally
convey interactions with shared objects, whose state may be
calculated by replaying the logical log. An event is emitted by
a CPU and appended to the log whenever that CPU invokes a
primitive that interacts with a shared object. All effects coming from the environment are encapsulated by and conveyed
through an event oracle, which yields events emitted by other
CPUs when queried. To account for all possible concurrent
interleaving, how the event oracle synchronizes these events
is left abstract, its behavior constrained only by rely-guarantee
conditions [40]. CPUs need only query the event oracle (a
query move) before interacting with shared objects, since
its private state is not affected by these events. Querying
the event oracle will result in a composite event trace of the
events from other CPUs interleaved with events from the local
CPU. A local CPU makes a step via the CPU-local move.
For simplicity, we describe AbsMachine as a sequentially
consistent model – writes always take effect in program order,
and reads always read from the most recent write. Although
Arm supports relaxed memory, we prove that all shared
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memory accesses in the KCore implementation are correctly
protected by spinlocks. Because the spinlocks use barriers
that prevent memory accesses from being reordered beyond
their critical sections, we can show that KCore only exhibits
sequentially consistent behavior. As a result, our guarantees
over KCore verified using a sequentially consistent model
still hold on Arm’s relaxed memory model. This proof is
beyond the scope of this paper.
Although the abstract machine model is specified in the
bottom machine model of our proof, each successive layer
implicitly has a machine model which is used to express how
events at that layer affect machine state. For example, each
layer has some notion of memory to support memory load
and store primitives. For many layers, most primitives and
their effect on the machine model at the overlay interface
are the same as those at the underlay interface. These
passthrough primitives and their effects on machine state
do not need to be respecified for each higher layer. On the
other hand, each layer may define new primitives based on
a higher-level machine model, so long as a refinement can be
proven between the layer’s implementation over the underlay
interface and the overlay interface.
A key aspect of our proofs is to abstract away the low-level
details of the machine model, layer by layer, by proving
refinement between the software implementation using a
lower-level machine model and its specification based on
a higher-level machine model. Specifically, by proving
refinement relations between adjacent layers, we successively
verify that KCore’s implementation over AbsMachine
refines the abstract top-level specification defined by
TrapHandler, as shown in Figure 2. For example, we verify
that the TLB behavior exposed by AbsMachine is wholly
encapsulated by our implementation, and is thus abstracted
from TrapHandler’s specification.
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4.2

Page Table Management

As shown in Figure 3a, AbsMachine models Arm hardware’s
multi-level page tables. A page table can include up to four
levels, referred to using Linux terminology as pgd, pud, pmd,
and pte. AbsMachine models both regular and huge page
table mappings, as used by KVM and also employed by
KCore. KCore maintains stage 2 page tables — one per VM
and one for KServ — as well as its own EL2 stage 1 page
table. The functions for KCore to manipulate page tables
are implemented and verified at the four layers of the MMU PT
module, shown in Figure 2. The PTAlloc layer dynamically
allocates page table levels, e.g.,pud, pmd, and pte. The
PTWalk layer provides helper functions for walking an
individual level of the page table, e.g., walk_pgd, walk_pud,
etc. The NPTWalk layer uses PTWalk’s primitives to perform
a full page table walk. The NPTOps layer grabs and releases
page table locks to perform page table operations, such as the
map_page function that maps a VM’s guest physical frame
number (gfn) to a physical frame number (pfn) by calling
the set_s2pt function in the NPTWalk layer to create a new
mapping in the VM’s stage 2 page table:
void map_page(u32 vmid, u64 gfn, u64 pfn, u64 attr) {
acq_lock_s2pt();
if (!get_s2pt(vmid, gfn)) {
set_s2pt(vmid, gfn, pfn, 4K, attr);
}
rel_lock_s2pt();
}
void set_s2pt(u32 vmid, u64 gfn, u64 pfn, u32 size,
u64 attr) {
u64 pgd, pud, pmd, pte;
pgd = walk_pgd(vmid, gfn);
pud = walk_pud(vmid, pgd, gfn);
pmd = walk_pmd(vmid, pud, gfn);
if (size == 2M) {
/* make sure pmd is not mapped to a pte */
if (pmd_table(pmd) != PMD_TYPE_TABLE)
set_pmd(vmid, pmd, gfn, pfn, attr);
} else if (size == 4K) {
if (pmd_table(pmd) == PMD_TYPE_TABLE) {
pte = walk_pte(vmid, pud, gfn);
set_pte(vmid, pte, gfn, pfn, attr);
}
}
}

We need to prove that KCore correctly manages its own
stage 1 page table and all stage 2 page tables to enforce
memory isolation among VMs, regardless of how KServ and
VMs manage their own stage 1 page tables. To simplify this
proof and the reasoning related to page tables at higher layers,
we first abstract away the underlying implementation details
and refine the multi-level page table into a flat map, as shown
in Figure 3b, at the layer NPTWalk. For example, we refine
the stage 2 page table into a flat map from gfn to a physical
frame tuple (pfn, size, attr), where size is the size of
the page, 4KB or 2MB, and attr encompasses attributes of
the page, such as its memory access permissions.
This refinement is proven by first showing that the
multi-level page table managed by KCore always forms a
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tree data structure—every page table at lower levels (pud,
pmd, and pte) is referenced by only one page table entry at
higher levels. We verify that KCore enforces the following
two properties: (1) a lower-level page table can only be
allocated and inserted during the page table walk when the
target page table level does not exist, and (2) the allocated
page table is a free and empty page. The allocated page is
free such that no page table entry references it before the
insertion. The allocated page is empty such that it does not
contain any existing page tables. In this way, if the page table
initially forms a tree, inserting this allocated page still results
in a tree. The first property ensures that each edge of the tree
before insertion remains unchanged after the insertion.
We then verify that the tree structure can be refined to a flat
map by showing that updating the mapping for a gfn does
not affect the mapping for any other gfn’ 6= gfn. Suppose
both gfn and gfn’ are regular or huge pages. If the page
walks for gfn and gfn’ diverge at some level, they will fall
into different leaf nodes due to the tree structure. If gfn and
gfn’ have the same page walk path, their pte indices will
be different if they are regular pages, and their pmd indices
will be different if they are huge pages, since gfn’ 6= gfn.
The proof becomes more complicated when one page is
a regular page and the other is a huge page. We have to prove
that, once a pmd is allocated to store huge page mappings, it
cannot be used to store lower-level pte pointers for regular
pages, and vice versa. This is ensured by checking the size
argument and the type of pmd during the page walk, as shown
in the above example.
To unify the representation for the flat map at higher
layers, we logically treat a 2MB huge page as 512 4KB pages.
Changing one mapping for a 2MB huge page will cause
updates to the mappings for all of its 512 4KB pages.
After the refinement proof at the layer NPTWalk, all the
modules and their properties at higher layers can be reasoned
about using this flat map without the need to deal with the
implementation details of the multi-level page tables. For
example, the memory isolation proof can be simplified
significantly using the flat page map.

4.3

TLB Management

As shown in Figure 3a, AbsMachine models Arm’s tagged
TLB for each CPU, which caches page translations to regular
and huge pages. In AbsMachine, each CPU is associated with
an abstract TLB mapping, which maps VMIDs as tags to a set
of TLB entries.
Arm TLBs cache three types of entries: (1) a stage 1
translation from a VM’s virtual address to a gPA, (2) a stage
2 translation from a gPA to a PA, and (3) a translation from a
VM’s virtual address to a PA that combines stage 1 and stage
2 translations. AbsMachine models all three types of TLB
entries, respectively, as: (1) a mapping from a virtual page
number vpn to a tuple (gfn, size, attr), and (2) a mapping
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from a gfn to a physical frame tuple (pfn, size, attr), and
(3) a mapping from a vpn to a gfn to a physical frame tuple
(pfn, size, attr), where size and attr are used the same
way as in AbsMachine’s page tables, described in Section 4.2.
Mappings are aligned to size (4KB or 2MB) of the mapped
page. AbsMachine provides the following four basic TLB
operations reflecting Arm’s hardware behavior:
• TLB lookup. For a given memory load or store made
by a VM VMID to access an address addr (gfn or vpn),
AbsMachine searches the running CPU’s TLB tagged with
VMID, and checks if any entry translates addr. AbsMachine
first checks if addr maps to an exact 4KB pfn, If no
such mapping exists, it then checks if addr maps to a
2MB pfn by aligning addr to its 2MB base, pfn_2m, and
searching the TLB using pfn_2m. If a matching entry is
found, a TLB hits, the TLB returns the respective physical
frame number if the VM memory operation is permitted,
otherwise generates a permission fault. If no matching
entry is found, the TLB returns None to indicate a TLB
miss, and AbsMachine will then perform the address
translation using page tables directly.
• TLB refill. If a TLB miss occurs on a memory access, AbsMachine refills the TLB with information from the ensuing
page table walk, either a 4KB or 2MB translation to the
CPU’s tagged TLB. As previously mentioned, the refilled
pfn must be aligned to the corresponding mapping size.
• TLB eviction. In AbsMachine, a memory load or store
operation randomly invalidates a TLB entry before the
actual memory access to account for all possible TLB
eviction policies.
• TLB flush. Like Arm, AbsMachine exposes two primitives,
mmu_tlb_flush1 and mmu_tlb_flush2, to flush TLB
entries. mmu_tlb_flush2 takes a gfn and a VMID as
arguments and invalidates the second type of TLB entry
that maps the gfn. mmu_tlb_flush1 takes a VMID as an
argument and invalidates all TLB entries associated with
VMID that are either the first or third type of TLB entry.
Hypervisors like KVM must use mmu_tlb_flush1 to
conservatively flush all of a VM’s TLB entries related to
stage 1 translations when they update stage 2 page tables
because they do not track how VMs manage their own stage
1 page tables. Like KVM, KCore uses both primitives to
flush TLB entries as needed when updating a VM’s stage 2
page tables. For simplicity, we use mmu_tlb_flush to refer
to a call to both mmu_tlb_flush1 and mmu_tlb_flush2.
Note that the first three operations, TLB lookup, refill, and
eviction, model Arm’s TLB hardware behavior during the
memory access, while the last operation, TLB flush, provides
a set of primitives for the KCore software to perform TLB
maintenance, implemented and verified at the NPTOps layer
of the MMU PT module shown in Figure 2.
At the layer NPTOps, we verify that TLB entries are
correctly maintained by KCore and that no principal, a VM
or KServ, can use the TLB to access a physical page that
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does not belong to it, regardless of the behavior of KServ
or any VM. In this way, we can hide TLB and TLB-related
operations from all the layers above NPTOps, as shown in
Figure 3b, to simplify the reasoning at higher layers.
This verification step introduces a concept of page observers to represent the set of all possible principals that can
observe a pfn through TLBs or page tables. We write {pfn:
n kserv}@TLB to denote that VM n and KServ are page
observers to pfn through TLBs. As an example, consider the
unmap_pfn_kserv primitive in NPTOps. When a page pfn is
allocated by KServ to a VM n, KCore first calls unmap_pfn_kserv to remove the pfn from KServ’s stage 2 page table,
then inserts pfn in n’s stage 2 page table. The page observers
before and after each step can be computed as follows:
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB
{pfn: kserv}@PT
unmap_pfn_kserv (pfn);
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB
{pfn: _}@PT
mmu_tlb_flush (pfn, kserv);
// {pfn: _}@TLB
{pfn: _}@PT
map_page (n, gfn, pfn, attr);
// {pfn: n}@TLB
{pfn: n}@PT

A TLB can be refilled using page tables’ contents at
any point due to a memory access on another CPU, so the
(possible) page observers through TLBs must be a superset of
the ones through page tables. That is why VM n can observe
pfn through TLBs right after inserting pfn to n’s page table.
Intuitively, the superset relationship is because a TLB can
contain the earlier and current cached page table translations
while page tables contains only the current translations. The
TLB flush collapses all possible (cached) observers to pfn
to the observers defined by the page table.
The above example generates the following sequence of
page observers through TLB:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: kserv}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: n}

If we merge consecutive identical page observers into a page
observer group, we get the following page observer groups:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: n}

(1)

To prove that TLBs are maintained correctly and can be
hidden at higher layers, we just need to show that TLBs and
page tables generate the same sequence of page observer
groups, even if page tables’ observers are a subset of TLBs’
observers. In the above example, the page observers through
page tables are:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: n}

which can be merged to the same sequence of page observer
groups shown in Eq. (1).
This property can be generally proven as follows. Starting
with the same observer group through TLBs and page tables,
the resulting observer groups produced by operations such as
memory accesses, creating new page mappings in page tables,
and TLB flushes are still the same. The only non-trivial case
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is unmapping pages, which introduces a new observer group
through page tables, while a TLB would still show the old
observer group. To avoid missing this new observer group, the
TLBs must be invalidated by KCore calling mmu_tlb_flush.
Using this approach, incorrect maintenance of TLBs can
be detected by a mismatch of page observer groups. Consider
the following insecure implementation that invalidates the
TLB before unmapping pfn.
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB
{pfn: kserv}@PT
mmu_tlb_flush (gfn, kserv);
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB
{pfn: kserv}@PT
unmap_pfn_kserv (pfn);
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB
{pfn: _}@PT
map_page (n, gfn, pfn, attr);
// {pfn: kserv n}@TLB
{pfn: n}@PT

Since TLBs can be refilled by page tables’ contents, the
page observers through TLBs remain the same after the TLB
flush. The subsequent page unmapping does not invalidate
TLBs such that the sequence of page observer groups through
TLB for this insecure implementation is as follows:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: kserv n}

which is different from the one in Eq. (1), meaning that more
information can be released through TLBs than page tables.

4.4

Cache Management

As shown in Figure 3a, AbsMachine includes PIPT writeback
caches. Arm adopts MESI/MOESI cache coherence protocols,
guaranteeing that all levels’ of cache are consistent, meaning
the hardware can retrieve the same contents from the cache
located at different levels, and the updates to the cache are synchronized to the cache at different levels. Arm’s multi-level
caches can be modeled by AbsMachine as a uniform global
cache. To model hardware that will invalidate and write back
cached entries unbeknownst to software, for example, due to
cache line replacement, AbsMachine exposes a cache-sync
primitive that randomly evicts a cache entry and writes it
back to memory. In KCore’s specification, memory load and
store operations call cache-sync before the actual memory
accesses to account for all possible cache eviction policies.
While caches are coherent, Arm hardware does not guarantee
that cached data is always coherent with main memory;
caches may write back dirty lines at any time. Like other
architectures, Arm provides cache maintenance instructions
to allow software to flush cache lines to ensure what is stored
in main memory is up-to-date with what is stored in cache.
AbsMachine provides a cache-flush primitive that models
Arm’s clean and invalidate instruction. The primitive takes
a pfn as an argument, copies the val of pfn from cache
to main memory if the entry is present in the cache, then
removes pfn’s entry from the cache. Cache mismanagement
could result in security vulnerabilities, so hypervisors must
use these instructions to ensure that data accesses across all
of its cores remain coherent, preventing stale data leaks.
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Figure 4: Attack Based on Mismatched Memory Attributes

Figure 4 shows how a malicious VM could leverage cache
mismanagement on Arm hardware to potentially obtain
confidential data of another VM from main memory. Suppose
the hypervisor decides to evict a VM1’s page pfn. It unmaps
the page from VM1 and scrubs the page by zeroing out any
residual data. Since the page no longer can be used by VM1,
the hypervisor is free to reassign it to another VM, VM2,
by mapping pfn to VM2’s stage 2 page tables (S2PT). Arm
hardware guarantees the scrubbing is synchronized across
all CPU caches, but does not guarantee it is written back to
main memory. Arm allows software to mark whether a page
is cacheable or not by setting the memory attributes in the respective page table entry. When stage 2 translation is enabled,
Arm combines memory attribute settings in stage 1 and stage
2 page tables. For a given mapping, caching is only enabled
when both stages of page tables enable caching. Hypervisors
allow VMs to manage their own stage 1 page tables for performance reasons. Although KCore always enables caching in
stage 2 page tables, an attacker in VM2 could disable caching
for the mapping to pfn in its stage 1 page table, allow it to
bypass the caches and directly access pfn in main memory,
which could contain VM1’s confidential data. To protect VM
memory against this attack, the hypervisor should flush pfn’s
associated cache line after scrubbing the page to ensure that
the changes are written back to main memory. This ensures
VM2 can never retrieve VM1’s secret in main memory.
To ensure that KCore correctly manages caches, we verify
it over AbsMachine, which models writeback caches and
cache bypass. AbsMachine models both cache and main memory as partial maps pfn7→val, where val is the content stored
in a given pfn. As a pfn moves between cache and main memory, AbsMachine propagates its content with it. For example,
on a cacheable memory access, AbsMachine checks if the
cache contains a mapping for pfn. If it does not, AbsMachine
populates the cache with val from main memory. It then returns val for memory loads, and updates the cached value for
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memory stores. Similarly, on a cache-flush or cache-sync,
AbsMachine flushes the pfn to main memory, populating
main memory with the respective val from the cache.
Using AbsMachine, we prove that KCore always sets
the memory attributes in the page tables that it manages to
enable caching, maximizing performance. We then prove that
KCore flushes caches in the primitives that can change page
ownership, verifying that KCore’s implementation refines its
specification. Finally, we use KCore’s specification to prove
that KCore’s cache management has no security vulnerabilities and does not compromise VM data. We discuss the first
two proofs here, but defer the latter proof to Section 4.6.
We first prove that KCore always sets the memory
attributes in the stage 2 page tables for VMs and KServ to
enable caching. KCore updates stage 2 page table entries
by calling the verified map_page primitive, as discussed in
Section 4.2. map_page is passed the attr parameter to set
the page table entry attributes. We verify the primitives that
call map_page pass in the correct attr to enable caching.
Specifically, we verify the implementation of map_pfn_vm
and map_pfn_host in the MemAux layer, which call map_page
to map a pfn to a VM’s and KServ’s stage 2 page tables,
respectively refine their specifications that pass an attr value
with caching enabled to map_page. We also prove that KCore
always sets the memory attributes in its own EL2 stage 1
page tables to enable caching. Similar to map_page, NPTOps
provides a map_page_core primitive for updating EL2 stage
1 page tables, which in turn calls set_s1pt in NPTWalk to
update the multi-level page tables — we prove the correctness
of these primitives similarly to the proofs for map_page
and set_s2pt. We then verify the primitives that call
map_page_core pass in the correct attr to enable caching.
We then prove that KCore correctly flushes the cache in
the primitives that change page ownership. In the MemAux
layer, we prove the correctness of assign_pfn_vm and
clear_vm_page. assign_pfn_vm unmaps pfn from KServ
and assigns the owner of a newly allocated pfn to a VM.
clear_vm_page reclaims a pfn from a VM upon the VM’s
termination, scrubs the pfn, and assigns the owner of the
pfn to KServ. We prove that the implementations of both
primitives refine their specifications that call cache-flush.

4.5

SMMU Management

As shown in Figure 3a, AbsMachine models Arm’s SMMU,
which supports a shared SMMU TLB and SMMU multi-level
page tables, that can be allocated for each device devk . The
TLB is tagged, and page tables can support up to four levels of
paging with regular and huge page support, similar to the page
tables and TLBs discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Unlike
memory accesses from CPUs, there are no caches involved in
memory accesses through the SMMU. For simplicity, we only
describe the SMMU stage 2 page tables, used by the SMMU
implementation [5] on the Arm Seattle server hardware we
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used for evaluation in Section 6. AbsMachine also provides
dev_load and dev_store operations to model memory accesses of DMA-capable devices attached to the SMMU.
KCore controls the SMMU and maintains the SMMU TLB
and SMMU page tables for each devk . TLB entries are tagged
by VMID. The parts of KCore that manipulate page tables are
the four layers of SMMU PT shown in Figure 2. Similar to how
we refine multi-level page tables in NPTWalk as discussed
in Section 4.2, we refine the SMMU multi-level page table
and its multi-level page table walk in MmioSPTWalk in SMMU
PT into a layer specification with a partial map that maps an
input page frame from device address space, devfn 7→ (pfn,
size, attr), where size is the size of the page, 4KB or 2MB,
and attr encompasses attributes of the page. Once we prove
this refinement, higher layers that depend on SMMU page
tables can be verified against the abstract page table, enabling
us to prove the correctness of KCore’s SMMU page table
management.
Similar to how we refine CPU TLBs as discussed in
Section 4.3, we refine the SMMU TLB in MmioSPTOps so
that it is abstracted away from higher layers. We model the
SMMU TLB as a set of partial maps, each map identified
by VMID and mapping devfn 7→ (pfn, size, attr). AbsMachine models SMMU TLB invalidation by exposing a
smmu-tlb-flush primitive to flush all entries associated
with a VMID [5]. We prove the correctness of KCore with
the SMMU TLB by verifying it correctly flushes entries
to ensure consistency with the SMMU page tables, then
abstract away the TLB by proving that the MmioSPTOps
implementation using the SMMU TLB refines a simpler,
higher-level specification without the SMMU TLB. We
prove unmap_spt in MmioSPTOps calls smmu-tlb-flush after
unmapping a pfn from the SMMU page table.

4.6

Security Guarantees

By proving that KCore’s implementation refines its top-level
Coq specification, we can then use the high-level specification
to prove higher-level security guarantees. Proving security
guarantees is much easier using the specification because we
can avoid being inundated with the details of KCore’s entire
implementation, and we can use the simplified machine
model refined from the lower layers. For instance, to prove the
security properties for VM’s memory accesses, we can reason
over the memory load and store primitives at KCore’s top
layer based on the abstract single-level page tables without
TLB, instead of the primitives defined in AbsMachine using
multi-level page tables with TLB. We ensure the specification
soundly captures all behaviors of the KCore implementation
so the proven guarantees hold on the implementation.
We prove that SeKVM protects their VMs’ data confidentiality—adversaries should not be privy to private VM
data—and integrity—adversaries should not be able to tamper
with private VM data. For some particular VM, potential
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adversaries are other VMs hosted on the same physical
machine, as well as the hypervisor itself—specifically,
HypSec’s untrusted KServ. Our goal here is to verify that,
irrespective of how any principal, KServ or another VM,
behaves, KCore protects the security of each VMs’ data. We
formulate confidentiality and integrity as noninterference
assertions [30]—invariants on how principals’ behavior may
influence one another. For confidentiality, we show the behaviors of all other VMs and KServ remains unaffected despite
any changes the VM made to its data. For integrity, we prove
that a VM’s behavior acting upon its data is unaffected by
other VMs’ or KServ’s behaviors, therefore its data is intact.
We can prove noninterference by showing state indistinguishability, which means that two machine states observable
to a principal are the same. Machine states include a principal’s data in CPU registers and memory. Data in memory includes data in main memory and caches as well as metadata in
the principal’s page tables. We want to prove that starting from
any two indistinguishable states to principal p, the abstract
machine should only transition to a pair of states that are still
indistinguishable to p. We leverage previous work to prove
this for data in CPU registers [48] and focus our discussion on
proving this for memory. In particular, we need to prove that
primitives that are part of the top-level specification that affect
the management of page tables, caches, and SMMU preserve
state indistinguishability since they can all affect memory.
Since we have proven that TLBs do not need to be considered
as part of the abstract machine model used by the top-level
specification, TLBs do not need to be considered as part of our
noninterference proofs. Note that pages explicitly shared via
GRANT_MEM are not considered private and not included in the
VM data protected by SeKVM until sharing is revoked using
the REVOKE_MEM hypercall. While our proofs do account for
this dynamically changing sharing of pages [48], we omit further discussion of GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM for simplicity
and focus on protecting memory private to each principal.
We prove that the use of page tables by top-level primitives
preserves state indistinguishability by first proving a page
table isolation invariant that any page mapped by a principal’s
stage 2 page table must be owned by itself. As discussed in
Section 3, KCore assigns an owner for each page. Since each
page has at most one owner, page tables, and address spaces,
are isolated. With this invariant, we can prove that a principal
p’s states are not changed by any other principal q’s operations
on q’s own address space. In a similar vein, we also prove that
primitives that cause a page to be transferred from principal p
to another principal q also do not affect state indistinguishability; one principal must be KServ on all transfers. If the transfer
is from KServ to a VM, KCore ensures that such a page is first
unmapped from KServ’s stage 2 page table before the page’s
ownership is changed to the VM, and is only mapped to the
VM’s stage 2 page table after the ownership is changed to the
VM. If the transfer is from a terminated VM to KServ, KCore
clears the contents of the page before it is transferred so VM
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data is not leaked to KServ. Since KServ never has private
VM data, it cannot leak such data when transferring a page
to another VM. As a result, the use of page tables preserves
state indistinguishability with respect to VM memory.
We prove that the use of caches by top-level memory load
and store primitives preserves state indistinguishability so
that the potential attack shown in Figure 4 cannot happen.
We first prove noninterference when the ownership of a page
does not change. If a principal p always owns a page pfn,
only p can access that page. If only p can access pfn, pfn
will only be cached as a result of being accessed by p. Based
on the page table isolation invariant, the pages owned by p
that can be in the cache must be a subset of the pages mapped
in p’s stage 2 page table. Since page tables and address space
are isolated, so are each principal’s entries in the cache. We
can thereby prove that a principal p’s states are not changed
by any other principal’s q load and store operations on q’s
own address space even if those operations involve the cache.
We then prove noninterference when KCore changes
the principal associated with a pfn, which occurs when
KServ allocates a new page to handle a VM’s page fault,
and reclaims the pages from a terminated VM. The former
occurs when KServ calls the run_vcpu hypercall to execute
a VM’s VCPU after allocating a new pfn to the faulting VM,
in which KCore unmaps the pfn from KServ’s stage 2 page
table, calls assign_pfn_vm to assign the owner of the pfn to
the faulting VM, and maps the pfn to the VM’s stage 2 page
table before switching to the VM. The latter occurs when
KServ calls the clear_vm hypercall to reclaim all pfns from
a terminated VM, in which KCore calls clear_vm_page to
scrub and assign the owner of these pfns to KServ.
When allocating a new page to handle a VM’s page fault,
KCore calls cache-flush on the pfn in assign_pfn_vm before mapping the pfn to p stage 2 page table. If pfn is cached,
this causes pfn to be invalidated in the cache and its content is
synchronized to main memory; otherwise it has no effect. We
prove noninterference for KServ. Starting from two indistinguishable states for KServ, run_vcpu in two executions will
unmap the same pfn from KServ’s stage 2 page tables; thus,
the resulting states remain indistinguishable to KServ since it
cannot access pfn after the unmap. We prove noninterference
for VMs other than p. Consider a VM q different from VM
p. We prove that KServ never allocates the pfn owned by
VM q to p, and executing run_vcpu does not affect q’s states.
Therefore, the resulting states of q remain indistinguishable.
Finally, we prove noninterference for the VM p. Starting from
two indistinguishable states for p, the resulting cache will
not contain an entry for pfn, and pfn’s contents in memory
contains the same value, while the pfn is mapped to p’s stage
2 page tables. The resulting states are indistinguishable to p.
When reclaiming pages from a terminated VM p, KCore
scrubs each reclaimed pfn and calls cache-flush on the pfn
in clear_vm_page, which invalidates the pfn in the cache and
writes the scrubbed pfn to main memory; cache-flush has
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no effect if the pfn is not cached. We prove noninterference
for KServ. From two states indistinguishable to KServ, after
making the hypercall, the pfns reclaimed from p will be
owned by KServ. These pages will not be cached, and their
contents in memory are scrubbed. The resulting states remain
indistinguishable to KServ. This ensures that an attacker in
KServ that bypasses the cache, as shown in Figure 4, cannot
access VM p data. We prove noninterference for all VMs
other than p. Consider a VM q different from VM p, starting
from two indistinguishable states, KCore does not change
any of q’s states when handling the hypercall for KServ, thus
the resulting states of q remain indistinguishable.
We prove that the use of SMMU page tables by top-level
primitives preserves state indistinguishability. Similar to page
tables, we verify an SMMU page table isolation invariant that
any page mapped by a device’s SMMU page table must be
owned by the device’s owner. With this invariant, we prove
that a principal p’s states are not changed by load and store
operations from a device owned by any other principal q
using their SMMU page tables. Similarly, we prove that
SMMU primitives that transfer page ownership also do not
affect state indistinguishability. The transfer only happens
when KServ calls the SMMU hypercall to map a pfn to
the SMMU page table used by a VM p’s device. KCore
ensures the pfn is unmapped from KServ’s stage 2 page table
before transferring the owner of pfn from KServ to p. We
thus ensure that use of SMMU page tables preserves state
indistinguishability with respect to VM memory.
Although SeKVM’s implementation was based on the
codebase of HypSec, we have verified the correctness of
KCore, SeKVM’s TCB, and verified the security guarantees
of SeKVM. We verified that KCore contains no vulnerabilities and that any vulnerabilities in KServ cannot compromise
SeKVM’s guarantees of VM confidentiality and integrity.
In fact, while verifying SeKVM, we found various bugs in
HypSec’s TCB that affect HypSec’s security guarantees. For
example, we found a TLB management bug in which HypSec
did not flush the SMMU TLB after unmapping a page from
the SMMU page tables. We fixed the bug in KCore by adding
a SMMU TLB flush after the unmap. As another example,
we found a cache management bug in HypSec in which a
VM boot image may be cached when loaded from the file
system but not written back to main memory. As VMs are
booted with paging and caching disabled, it is possible that
the VMs access the page content in memory, thereby not
using the correct VM images. We fixed the bug in KCore
by flushing the corresponding cache lines for memory that
contain the pre-loaded VM image before booting the VM,
ensuring the use of the correct VM image loaded in memory.

5

Implementation

We refactored KVM into SeKVM, starting with the HypSec
codebase and structuring its TCB into layers. We first did this
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Component C+Asm Spec Code Refine CodeAll RefineAll
Exit Handler
0.4K 1.7K 0.2K 1.1K
1K
1.4K
VCPU
0.8K 0.5K 2.4K 0.9K
3.3K
1.3K
0.9K 1.0K 0.6K 1.1K
2.8K
1.5K
VM Boot
SMMU
0.5K 0.7K 0.2K 1.0K
1.8K
1.4K
0.5K 0.9K 0.6K 2.2K
2.3K
2.6K
VM Mem
SMMU PT
0.2K 0.5K 0.1K 2.3K
1.6K
2.7K
MMU PT
0.4K 0.5K 0.1K 4.3K
1.7K
4.7K
0.1K 0.2K 1.2K 1.8K
2K
2.2K
Lock
Total
3.8K 6.0K 5.4K 14.7K 16.5K
17.8K
Table 1: KCore Implementation and Proof Effort in Lines of Code

with KVM in the v4.18 Linux kernel, which involved modifying or adding roughly 15K lines of code (LOC) across both
KCore and KServ. Most of the added code was 10.1K LOC
in KCore for the implementation of Ed25519 and AES from
the verified HACL* crypto library [74]. Other than HACL*,
KCore consisted of 3.8K LOC, of which 3.4K LOC was in C
and 0.4K was in Arm assembly. Table 1 shows the 3.8K LOC
categorized by the modules shown in Figure 2 (C+Asm).
We then retrofitted KVM in the v5.4 Linux kernel, which
involved reusing much of the same 15K LOC. Of the 15K
LOC, less than 100 LOC needed to be changed in KServ
going from v4.18 to v5.4, mostly to support installing and
initializing KCore on a different codebase before KCore
starts running in EL2. No code changes were required in
KCore in going from v4.18 to v5.4. These results indicate
that the changes needed to retrofit a widely-used, commodity
hypervisor so it can be verified and integrated with multiple
versions of a commodity host kernel were modest overall.
We verified all of KCore’s C and assembly code. Table 1
shows the LOC in Coq for proving the correctness of KCore’s
code, categorized by the modules shown in Figure 2. The
proof effort for each module consists of writing the Coq
specifications (Spec), code proofs (Code) to verify the C and
assembly code refines the Coq specifications, and layer refinements (Refine) to verify at each layer the implementation on
the underlay interface refines the overlay interface, thereby
linking the layers together to refine the top-level specification.
Some modules required much more manual effort than
others. For the specifications, the LOC for the Exit Handler
module is higher than other modules because it includes the
top layer TrapHandler specification that encompasses all
of KCore’s behavior. For code proofs, the LOC for the VCPU
module is higher than other modules because it has both
loops and assembly code. This is because we used automated
reasoning to reduce manual effort, but our methods do not
support automating loop verification or assembly code. For
layer refinement, the LOC for the MMU PT proof is higher
than other modules because refining the multi-level page
table implementation to a flat map specification was the most
complex refinement proof.
Table 1 also shows all of the resulting code in Coq for
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code proofs (CodeAll) and layer refinement (RefineAll), by
adding automatically generated LOC to the manually written
LOC. For some modules, the use of automated reasoning
significantly simplified the manual effort, such as for the
code proofs for the MMU PT, SMMU PT, and SMMU modules.
However, we did not apply automated reasoning uniformly
for all modules because different parts of the system were
verified by different authors who took different approaches.
For example, we did not use Coq tactics to automate the
proofs for the Lock module, resulting in more LOC for its
code proofs, but this could have been done. While automated
tools helped significantly with code proofs, they did not help
much with layer refinement, as shown by comparing the
manually written versus total LOC for each in Table 1.
In addition to the Coq code for proving the correctness
of each module, we implemented the machine model and
proved the security guarantees in Coq. 1.8K LOC were used
to implement AbsMachine, which models the multiprocessor
hardware behaviors including multi-level page tables for the
MMU and SMMU, TLBs, and write-back caches with bypass
support. AbsMachine primitives used by higher layers were
passed through to those layers then verified as part of each
layer. The security proofs, including the invariant and noninterference proofs, consist of 4.8K LOC. Roughly 1K LOC
were used to verify the isolation invariants mentioned in Section 4.6 for the MMU and SMMU page tables. The rest of the
3.8K LOC were noninterference proofs for KCore’s top-level
primitives; for example, these proofs involved proving state
indistinguishability with respect to caches. We did not link
HACL’s F* proofs with our Coq proofs, or our Coq proofs
for C code with those for Arm assembly code. The latter
requires a verified compiler for Arm multiprocessor code; no
such compiler exists. No changes were required to the proofs
used to verify KVM in the Linux kernel v4.18 versus v5.4.

6

Performance

We quantify the performance of SeKVM against unmodified
KVM as well as HypSec highlighting how a commodity
hypervisor with a verified TCB performs against unverified
versions. All experiments were run on a 64-bit Armv8 AMD
Seattle (Rev.B0) server with 8 Cortex-A57 CPU cores, 16 GB
of RAM, a 512 GB SATA3 HDD for storage, an AMD
10 GbE (AMD XGBE) NIC device. The hardware we used
supports Arm VE, but not VHE [21, 22]. For client-server
experiments, the clients ran on an x86 machine with 24 Intel
Xeon CPU 2.20 GHz cores and 96 GB RAM. The clients and
the server communicated via a 10 GbE network connection.
To provide comparable measurements across the systems,
we kept the software environments across all platforms the
same as much as possible. We tested unmodified KVM,
HypSec, and SeKVM based on two different versions of
mainline Linux, 4.18.0 and 5.4.0, both with QEMU 2.3.50.
VMs used the same kernel version as the host, and all hosts
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Name
Kernbench

Description
Compilation of the Linux 4.9 kernel using allnoconfig
for Arm with GCC 5.4.0.
Hackbench hackbench [56] using Unix domain sockets and 100
process groups running in 500 loops.
Netperf
netperf v2.6.0 [41] running netserver on the server
and the client with its default parameters in three
modes: TCP_STREAM (throughput), TCP_MAERTS
(throughput), and TCP_RR (latency).
Apache
Apache v2.4.18 Web server running ApacheBench [1]
v2.3 on the remote client, which measures number of
handled requests per second when serving the 41 KB
index.html file of the GCC 4.4 manual using 100
concurrent requests.
Memcached memcached v1.4.25 using the memtier benchmark v1.2.3
with its default parameters.
MySQL
MySQL v14.14 (distrib 5.7.26) running SysBench
v.0.4.12 using the default configuration with 200 parallel
transactions.

Table 2: Application Benchmarks

and VMs ran Ubuntu 16.04.06. We modified virtio front-end
drivers in the VM kernel on SeKVM and HypSec to use
the GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls to enable shared
memory communication with back-end drivers in KServ.
All VMs used paravirtualized I/O (virtio), typical of cloud
infrastructure deployments such as Amazon EC2.
We ran benchmarks in each VM and compared their performance to native hardware. Each native or VM instance was
configured as a 4-way SMP with 12 GB of RAM to provide
a common basis for comparison. Specifically, we used the
following configurations: (1) native Linux capped at 4 cores
and 12 GB RAM, and (2) a VM using KVM with 8 cores and
16 GB RAM, with the VM capped at 4 virtual CPUs (VCPUs)
and 12 GB RAM. We measured multi-core configurations to
reflect real-world server deployments. For VMs, we pinned
each VCPU to a specific physical CPU (PCPU) and ensured
that no other work was scheduled on that PCPU [20,21,49,50].
For client-server benchmarks, the clients ran natively on
Linux and used the full hardware available.
We ran real application workloads to compare SeKVM with
HypSec and unmodified KVM. Table 2 lists the workloads, a
mix of widely-used CPU and I/O intensive benchmarks. For
the v4.18 configuration, we compared the following five system configurations with HypSec: (1) Native unmodified Linux
host kernel without Full Disk Encryption (FDE), (2) Unmodified KVM and guest kernel with FDE (KVM), (3) HypSec and
paravirtualized guest kernel with FDE (HypSec), (4) SeKVM
and paravirtualized guest kernel with FDE (SeKVM),
(5) SeKVM and paravirtualized guest kernel with FDE and
TLB flushes during world switches (SeKVM-TLB-FLUSH).
We compared VM performance with FDE to bare-metal
execution without FDE, to conservatively quantify the
performance overhead in the presence of end-to-end I/O
protection. We also compared the performance of SeKVM
versus SeKVM while flushing all entries from the TLB in
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Figure 5: Application Benchmark Performance - Linux v4.18
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Figure 7: Multi-VM Performance with Hackbench

SeKVM-TLB-FLUSH

KServ result in more frequent TLB flushes. This comparison
quantifies the cost of not modeling a tagged TLB, which
would force TLB flushes on each world switch to ensure
correctness. Our measurements show that this can result in
an additional 70% overhead for some application workloads
such as Memcached compared to using a tagged TLB as is
standard practice for commodity hypervisors.
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Figure 6: Application Benchmark Performance - Linux v5.4

each world switch to remove all cached entries used by EL0
and EL1, to measure the performance impact of a verified
implementation that models tagged TLB behavior versus one
that does not (and must therefore perform additional TLB
flushes for verified correctness).
Figures 5 and 6 show the relative overhead of executing
in a VM in our v4.18 and v5.4 hypervisor configurations. We
normalize the performance results to native execution on the
respective unmodified Linux kernel, with 1.0 indicating the
same performance as native hardware. Lower numbers mean
less overhead. We report results for Apache and MySQL
both with and without TLS/SSL to show performance
with network encryption as well. Both figures show that
SeKVM has only modest performance overhead compared
to unmodified KVM. Figure 5 also shows that SeKVM
has comparable performance to HypSec, but the HypSec
implementation was not available for v5.4, so Figure 6 shows
no HypSec v5.4 measurements. Overall, the measurements
show that a commodity hypervisor with a verified TCB on
multiprocessor hardware can achieve excellent performance.
As shown in Figures 5 and 6, flushing the TLB during each
world switch results in significant performance overhead.
The overhead is especially pronounced in I/O intensive
workloads, where frequent world switches between VMs and
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To provide a measure of multi-VM performance, we
also measured the performance of SeKVM compared to
HypSec and unmodified KVM running multiple VMs, each
running Hackbench. We tested five hypervisor configurations:
KVM and SeKVM on Linux v4.18 and v5.4, and HypSec
on only v4.18. To scale the experiment on the same Seattle
Arm server host, we made some changes to the VM and
Hackbench configurations. Each VM was configured in
a similar manner as our previous experiments, except we
reduced the number of cores and RAM of each VM to two
cores and 256 MB of RAM, respectively. We changed the
parameters in Hackbench from the previous setup to run 20
process groups in 500 loops, so that it could run successfully
in the more resource-constrained VMs. In addition, we did
not use FDE given the limited memory assigned to each VM.
We measured the performance of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 VMs.
Figure 7 shows the average results from each VM running
on HypSec and SeKVM normalized to native execution
of one instance of Hackbench using the respective Linux
version with the same configuration, though there was
minimal difference in native execution performance between
kernel versions. The results show that SeKVM incurs modest
performance overhead over KVM and HypSec, even as the
number of VMs scales. The overhead versus one instance
of Hackbench natively executed is of course higher when
running many instances of Hackbench instead of just one, but
the relative overhead of SeKVM versus KVM remains small.
Note that although KCore’s data race-free implementation
does not take full advantage of Armv8 relaxed memory
behavior, the performance impact on SeKVM is minimal.
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7

Related Work

Previous work has verified uniprocessor systems, including
seL4 [43], Nickel [59], Serval [54], and Komodo [28].
None of these approaches can be directly applied to verify
multiprocessor systems such as SeKVM. CertiKOS has
verified a series of uniprocessor and multiprocessor OS kernels [9, 10, 13, 31–34], but like previous verified uniprocessor
systems, did not model common hardware features including
shared page tables, tagged TLBs or caches. In contrast,
SeKVM is verified on a multiprocessor abstract machine that
models these widely-used hardware features.
Various verified systems can be used as hypervisors, but
are limited in their functionality and what has been verified.
A version of seL4 verifies the functional correctness of some
hypervisor features, but not the MMU functionality [2, 42].
CertiKOS verifies the correctness of the mC2 kernel that
provides some virtualization functionality. Both of these
systems lack common hypervisor features such as support for
multiprocessor VMs. The üXMHF hypervisor [65,66] verifies
simple properties, such as memory integrity of their multiprocessor microhypervisor implementation, but does not verify
its functional correctness. Unlike SeKVM, the proofs were
reasoned on a simple abstract hardware that does not model
concrete MMU features. The Verisoft team [44] applies the
VCC framework [12] to verify Hyper-V. VCC does not include a realistic hardware model. Only 20% of the hypervisor
code is verified for function contracts and type invariants at
the source code level, with no correctness guarantees of the
overall hypervisor’s behavior. In contrast, SeKVM’s security
guarantees and its TCB are fully verified while supporting
commodity hypervisor features inherited from KVM.
We build on our previous work [47, 48] that introduced
security-preserving layers and microverification to verify the
security guarantees of a KVM hypervisor. We describe here
for the first time (1) a new layered hardware model, (2) the
construction of a layered implementation of SeKVM’s TCB,
KCore, (3) how the layered hardware can be used in conjunction with the layered software to verify KCore’s functional
correctness in the presence of widely-used multiprocessor
hardware features such as tagged TLBs and coherent caches,
and (4) how to account for all of these hardware features
in verifying the security guarantees of SeKVM. We also
demonstrate for the first time how both the implementation
and verification of SeKVM can be extended to integrate with
multiple versions of Linux as a host kernel with modest effort.
Formal shim verification [39] reduces the proof effort in
verifying security guarantees about a large and untrusted code.
Their techniques focus on proving that a small, sequential
browser kernel, consisting of a few hundred LOC, enforces
noninterference properties between components running in
sandboxes. This approach is insufficient for SeKVM, whose
multiprocessor core consists of a few thousand LOC, and
leverages hardware virtualization features to implement
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hypervisor functionality.
Some work [57, 64, 73] has verified the MMU subsystem
within an OS kernel. Unlike SeKVM, the verified component
does not make any guarantees about the overall behavior of
the system. Other work [62, 63] integrates the specifications
of their abstract TLB into the Cambridge Arm model [29],
but only uses it for proving the program logic of the system’s
execution, not the correctness of the actual implementation.
Microhypervisors [35, 60] take a microkernel approach
to build clean-slate small hypervisors from scratch. These
architectures mitigate vulnerabilities, but are not verified to be
correct. In contrast, SeKVM retrofits KVM using microkernel
principles to reduce its TCB and verifies its implementation,
providing verified correctness and security guarantees with
full-featured commodity hypervisor functionality. Nested
virtualization [70] and special hardware features [7, 37, 68]
have been used to protect VM data in memory against an
untrusted hypervisor. Privileged code, such as a hypervisor, has been used to protect OS kernels [26, 58, 67] or
applications [11, 27, 36, 52, 69] against untrusted software
components. Unlike SeKVM, none of these systems verify
their TCBs or prove the security properties of their designs.

8

Conclusions

We have presented SeKVM, the first Linux KVM hypervisor
that has been formally verified. This is made possible using a
layered design and verification methodology. We use layers to
isolate KVM’s TCB into a small core, then construct the core
with layers such that we can modularize the proofs to reduce
proof effort, modeling hardware features at different levels
of abstraction tailored to each layer of software. We can then
gradually refine detailed hardware and software behaviors
at lower layers into simpler abstract specifications at higher
layers, which can in turn be used to prove security guarantees
for the entire hypervisor. Using this approach, we prove the
correctness of KVM across two versions of Linux, using a
novel layered machine model that accounts for realistic multiprocessor features including multi-level shared page tables,
tagged TLBs, and a coherent cache hierarchy with cache bypass support. The layering requires only modest modifications
to KVM and only incurs modest overhead versus unmodified
KVM on real application workloads. Our work is the first
machine-checked proof of the correctness and security of a
commodity hypervisor on multiprocessor server hardware.
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